“The IoH is a great industry body and champions educational learning. I’ve been a member for many years and see the huge benefits it offers.”

Danny Pecorelli FIH MI, Managing Director, Exclusive Collection

#imih The professional body for the global hospitality industry
Supporting the global Hospitality Industry for 85 years

As the professional body for the hospitality industry, the IoH has been delivering lifelong learning and Continuing Professional Development for 85 years.

Through commitment, dedication and passion, the Institute aims to help hospitality professionals, at all levels to learn, grow, inspire, be informed, and stay connected, to its hospitality family.

“
My university lecturer introduced me to the IoH. I wanted to be surrounded by quality contacts and I fell in love with the passion the IoH has towards lifelong learning and Continuing Professional Development (CPD). I’ve been a member for two years and it is extremely rewarding personally and professionally.

Diana M Codin AIH - Events Project Specialist EMEA, Cisco

“
Through thick and thin, through sorrow and joy, the IoH stands firm by your side with the weakest or the strongest and lends a shoulder to lean on. Our industry is the best in the world and the IoH is part of that.

Cyrus Todiwala OBE DL FIH - Celebrity Chef

“
The opportunity to network is invaluable to me. Meeting new peers, making connections, and building relationships all help me when I’m looking for new opportunities. I know the people I meet through the IoH have all the same interests as me, so the connections I make are so important.

Hermonie Chow MIH - Hotel Sales & Marketing, Hong Kong Wing On Travel Service Ltd

“
The IoH has been revitalised and displays lots of energy. It is an essential part of the industry and is important in developing young people and attracting them into choosing hospitality as a career.

Harry Murray MBE FIH MI - HOSPA President

“
I joined at University under the IoH Educational Membership Scheme (EMS). My Uni was a member so I could become a member for free! Being part of the IoH is fantastic. I thrive on networking with fellow professionals and being part of the IoH hospitality industry family.

Jess Oliver AIH - Front of House Manager, High Leigh Conference Centre
Be part of the IoH hospitality family
I’m in, #iMin because:

Learn

• Online IoH Academy with over 250 courses at junior and senior levels available 24/7
• Continuing Professional Development (CPD) e-resources 24/7 – webinars, publications, management guides, white papers, podcasts, listen on demand services
• 24/7 e-library with free exclusive access to subscription-based magazines, publications, and books

Grow

• Access over 35,000 jobs worldwide
• Mentor me, mentoring scheme to help build confidence, develop talents, and help inspire growth
• Network at live and online events with leading, worldwide industry professionals throughout the year
• Monthly newsletter, IoH magazine, daily social media news and articles

Inspire

• Use professional designatory letters after your name, Associate AIH, Member MIH and Fellowship FIH levels
• Get involved and inspire others through round table events, Fellows Broadsheet, expert panels, interviews, events, mentoring and more
• Get involved in the IoH Youth Council or Future Forum (EDI) and inspire young people to enter and remain in the industry as a career of choice
• Raise funds to help disadvantaged people into IoH membership

Member privileges

Lifestyle, tech, clothes, restaurant discounts, 24 hour support health and wellbeing app and much more.

“Being a Fellow of the IoH is an honour and means a lot to me. It brings the responsibility of promoting our industry and helping everyone we meet, by sharing ideas, encouragement, and support.

Chris Galvin FIH - Chef Patron, Galvin Restaurants